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MSC Joins Nation In Strike
Strikes, Speeches and Songs
Are Scheduled for M all
Starting Noon Today
Speeches, singing and silence will
highlight today’s moratorium activities.
Today, Montclair State is taking part in the
Vietnam moratorium, a series of protests to
the Vietnamese war taking place on college
campuses across the country.
Dr. Thomas H. Richardson, MSC
President, has announced that any student
or faculty members wishing to take part in
the day’s activities will not be penalized for
not attending class.
The Student Peace Union has called
for a “general student strike in order to
show opposition to the Vietnam war.” The
SPU has been working in conjunction with
the National Student Association and the
New Mobilization for Peace in planning
today’s activities.

At 9 a.m., student picket lines are
scheduled to form in the newly-created mall
outside Life Hall. The picket lines will
continue throughout the day.
Two minutes o f silence are planned
for 11 a.m. in memory of those New Jersey
citizens who have died while serving in the
Vietnam war. Following the silence, the
three MSC campus chaplains, Fr. Thomas
Davis, Rev. Robert W. Castle, and Rabbi
Jeshaia Schnitzer, plan to read the names of
the New Jersey war dead.

A program of speeches, dramatic
readings and music is scheduled to take place
at noon in the mall, and at 4 p.m., a march
to the ampitheatre will begin.
In the amphitheatre at 5 p.m., an
evening program, for both day and evening
stud en ts, will begin. Antiwar poetry
readings, speeches and singing are some of
the highlights. Throughout the day, a
petition opposing the war will be circulated
throughout the crowds.

These moratorium activities are not the
end of the protest, though. During the day,
leaflets will be distributed to all students
attending classes, stating the SPU anti-war
position and reasons for conducting the
student strike. The SPU is also calling for
graduate students to join the strike, and not
attend classes.
Speakers to be heard during the day

include

Richardson;

Dean

Lawton

W.

Blanton; Mr. Joseph Attansio, Mr. William
Ballare, Dr. Robert R. Beckwith, Mr. Leon
de Leeuw, Mr. William Dell, Mr. Dannis B.
Eaton, Bob Ellis, Mrs. Linda 1. Greenberg,
Dr. Ronald F. Haas, Miss Ellen Kauffman,
Dr. G ilbert Leight, Mr. Richard J.
Marcotulli, Mr. Ben Minor, Dr. Sandford R.
Radner, Dr. Jerome Rockwood, Peter
Sobotka and Kenneth Traynor.
In its quest to convince the federal

government to withdraw its troops from
Vietnam, student groups similar to SPU
across the country will hold future student
strikes in the future. Protests paralleling
today’s will be held every month if there is
no action taken on troop withdrawjs
following this moratorium. However, each
month the protest will last for one extra
(thus, November may have a two-day
moratorium; December, three days, etc.)
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OK Heussler
As TSC Prez
By Susan Dominski
Staff Reporter

TRENTON - The board of
trustees of Trenton State College
last night rejected a faculty
demand that Dr. Robert Heussler
be ousted as president. Dr. Fred
D. Rossi, chairman of the board
announced that the trustees found
Heussler “eminently well qualified
to cany out the transition of
Trenton State College to a
multi-purpose institution.”
Heussler was present at the
meeting and informed students he
would cancel classes next week to
“speak my mind and heart.”
More than two-thirds of the
353 fa c u lty adm inistration
members had signed a petition
earlier asking the trustees to fire
the 45-year-old president.

Heussler took a leave of
absence while the trustees held a
three-part investigation of the
grievances against him and his
July demotion of Profs. Forcina
and Curry, for their role in the
revolt against him. Dr. James
Forcina was his administrative
vice-president and Dr. Wade Curry
was dean of faculty.
Dr. Thomas H. Richardson,
president of Montclair State
C ollege
b e c a m e chief
administrator during the Heussler
controversy.
Both sides of the dispute
consider the switch to liberal arts
a n u n d e r l y i n g cause o f
dissatisfaction, but they also
blame Heussler’s personality and
tactlessness for contributing to
the problem.

Bus Lines M a y Start A g a in
Freeholders OK Subsidy
By Patricia M. Romanish
Staff Reporter

At a meeting last Thursday the
E s s e x C o u n t y B oard o f
Freeholders unanimously passed a
long-aw aited resolution
appropriating $12,750 in county
funds needed to reinstate the
cancelled 76 and 64 bus lines.
With county funds now added to
state and municipal subsidies,
action may be taken to start the
busses rolling again.
Commuters to Montclair were
left stranded by the cancelled
lines last March when the East
O range T ra n sit Co. went
bankrupt. Since that time any
commuter wishing to travel the
four miles from Paterson to
Montclair via Valley road must
endure a two-hour ride through
B loom field and neighboring
towns.
According to Mr. Delford
Q UARTERLY
The Literary Magazine o f
Montclair State College needs
original student submissions of
PROSE, POETRY and ARTW ORK
for its fall issue. All types of
literature and art are acceptable. We
are ta k in g
special pains to
encourage and publish the work of
students who have never published
or submitted to us before.
All students and faculty are invited
to evaluate submissions in the
Quarterly office, second floor Life
Hall. Submissions boxes are located
outside the Fishbowl in Life Hall
and in the Quarterly office.

Jones, director of Project TRY at
Montclair State, similar conditions
also exist coming from Passaic and
East Orange. Jones, along with an
in fo rm al com m ittee of six
interested MSC students, has been
in v e stig a tin g th e problem .
Pointing to a map of the
Montclair area, Jones showed that
in the absence of the old 76 and
64 lines, commuters must rely on
other less efficient routes. “In
most cases,” he said, “commuters
must travel about 20 miles in
order to reach a town just four
miles away.” He added, however,
that “all action exerted by my
committee has been halted until
we know the outcome of the
freeholders’ vote.”
With the money now available
the next problem is finding a bus
company willing to perform the
service, Jones says. In the past the
P ublic Service Coordinated
Transport has stayed away from
the two bus lines, since they
p ro v id ed p o o r revenue. A
spokesman from the Montclair
Town Hall indicated that the lines
would probably be run by a small
private bus company.
Concerning the importance of
the bus lines to MSC, Jones said:
“I would like to see the line
re in s ta te d , esp e cially with
frequent runs at peak hours.
Students attending both day and
evening classes won’t lose vital
and valuable study time riding and
waiting.”

FUN W O R K IN G IN E U R O P E

Summer and Year Round JOBS ABROAD: Get paid, meet peo
ple, learn a language, travel, enjoy! Nine job categories in more
than fifteen countries. Foreign language not essential. Send $1.00
for membership and 34-page illustrated JOBS ABROAD maga
zine, complete with details and applications to International
Society for Training and Culture, 866 United Nations Plaza, New
York, N. Y., a non-profit student membership organization.

A t 8 Local Colleges.. .

Teach-Ins, Rallies, Vigils
Highlight Viet Moratorium
By Ed Sant'Eufemia
Political Reporter

Today will mark a day of
n a tio n a l discussion on the
V ietnam ese war. Eight area
colleges have scheduled teach-ins,
rallies, vigils and community
campaigns in an attempt to make
Vietnam more repulsive than it
already is. Rutgers Newark has a
schedule of various activities to be
held throughout the day. Students
will go into the downtown areas
to publicize and promote the
moratorium effort. A program of
films, speakers and rallies will be
in progress through the day at the
urban campus.
Newark State College will hold
a memorial service beginning at 9
a.m. at which a reading of the
servicemen who’ve died in action
from New Jersey will take place.
A vigil starting the evening of
Oct.
14 will highlight the
Paterson State College campus
activities. Essex County College,
will hold a campus forum and
peace rally.
Upsala College will also pay
tribute to those who died in
V ietnam from Jersey. Their

campus rallies and activities will
terminate with an ecclesiastical
peace service at 9 p.m. Newark
College of Engineering, although
no official recognition of the
student strike has materialized,
will be active for the entire
afternoon discussing the war.
NSC CLASSES CUT
BY TRUSTEE R ESO LU TIO N

best academic traditions of the
college” will be accepted.
Class cancellation “does not
constitute a holiday for the
college,” Weiss explained, “but
will be an academic approach to
communication on a most critical
event facing contem porary
American society.”
Prior to the board’s resolution
to cancel classes, Student Body
President Bill Loehning had
recommended to the Faculty
Council that classes be cancelled.
According to schedule, the
Ne war k Stat e m o ra t o r i u m
program will begin at 9 a.m. and
continue until 5:30 p.m. Ken
W i l s o n , NSC m o ra t o r i u m
chairman, said that Sen. Eugene
McCarthy is expected to be
present at the Newark State
campus late this afternoon.
The Newark State newspaper,
the Independent, has spoken out
against the present U.S. policy in
V i e t n a m , h o w e v e r , the
Independent editorial board has
n o t t ak en a s tand either
s u pp o rt i ng or against the
cancellation of classes at NSC.

UNION — Newark State
C ollege classes will remain
suspended today due to a
resolution passed by the NSC
Board of Trustees in observance
of the nationwide moratorium to
protest the war in Vietnam.
The resolution recommended
to Dr. Nathan Weiss, acting
president of Newark State, that
classes be suspended “in order
that the students and faculty may
observe a day o f solemn
commemoration for those who
have lost their lives in the
Vietnam conflict.”
Weiss specified that “no one
side of the issue will be forced
upon anyone or adopted as an
official statement. Free expression
of all opinions in keeping with the i

—Taub.

P h o to C o u rte sy C a ta ly s t.

F R O M ONE P R E S ID E N T TO A N O T H E R : Ken Traynor, SGA president o f Montclair State College,
greets President Richard M. Nixon last month during the Associated Student Government conference.

Halt SDS at Boston
Violence

a t M e e tin g s

By Arlene Petty
Staff Reporter

B oston
U n i v e r s i t y ’s
administration says it no longer
recognizes the school’s Students
for a Democratic Society as an
o ffic ia lly sanctioned campus
organization. According to the
Boston Herald Traveler, the SDS
was banned from B oston
University on Sept. 29,1969. Use
of campus meeting rooms and
other facilities has been denied to
the organization by the university.
This action was taken by
S t a n t o n R. Curtis, Boston
University dean of student affairs.
His reason for the withdrawal of
recognition was the outbreak of

Cited

violence at the SDS meeting held
in the university’s Hayden Hall,
on the preceeding Friday night.
Curtis was prompted to take this
action by a report which he read
in the Sunday Herald Traveler.
A fte r
reading the report
concerning the meeting he began
his own investigation; later he
cam e to the decision. A
spokesman for the university said
that the investigation revealed
many things, including the fact
that there had been damage to
four chairs from Hayden Hall and
a flagstaff. The university plans to
send a bill to the SDS for these
items.
The students at the meeting in

question had been urged by SDS
spokesman, Mark Rudd, to “get
guns and join the revolution.’
Before entering the meeting room,
all members from the audience
were frisked by guards on duty.
After all the seats were taken, the
guards closed the doors anc
chained them shut.
Friskers then discovered
silver mace gun being carried by
y ou ng man , who remaine
unidentified. At this poin,
v io lence e r u p t e ’ The m;
immediately broke ,wuy from t.
guards. Carrying br >1en pieces of
furniture, the guard: chased him
around the hall.
The youth was n o n caught by
the guards and beaten about the
head. Quite bloody and very
shaken, he was then taken from
the SDS meeting. From there he
went to Beth Israel Hospital for
treatment. There was no report
given on his condition.
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Ballot Includes Those ’69 Questions
State Lottery W ould A id Education

V A C W ants

By Richard De Santa
Staff Reporter

18 Y ear
O ld V ote
By Valerie Frager
Staff Reporter

Three public questions will
appear on the Nov. 4 election
ballot in New Jersey. Voters will
decide if state bonds totaling a
debt of $271 million will be
issued to conserve and develop
water resources.
Second on the list of questions
is a proposed amendment to the
state constitution which, if
approved, would lower the voting
age in New Jersey from 21 to 18
years. Public question number
three concerns amending the
constitution to provide for a state
lottery.
B oth the Democratic and
Republican platforms for this
year’s election support the water
conservation bond issue. The
state’s health planning council will
use the bond money to reduce
and reverse pollution trends in the
state.

Since May 16, 1969, when the
state legislature approved putting
the voting age amendment on the
ballot, young people of New
Jersey have been working to gain
the support of voters. Two groups
s e e k i n g p a s s a g e o f the
amendment, the Voting Age
Coalition, and Let Us Vote,
known as LUV, merged on August
15 to form VAC, Inc.
VAC has a membership of
2500 and is headed by David R.
DuPell, president, and Roger B.
Jacobs, executive director. DuPell,
22, a student at Rider College,
said, “This merger completely
unifies the efforts for the 18 year
old vote.”

VAC has the support of U.S.
R ep re s en t at i ve s William B.
Widnall (R-N.J.) and James J.
Howard
(D -N .J.) who are
cochairmen of the New Jersey
Citizens Committee for Vote 18.
The committee’s purpose is to
campaign for approval of the
voting age reduction.
Rev. Msgr. Joseph J. Vopelak,
chairman of the New Jersey State
Youth Commission, said of the
p ro p o se d amendment: ‘The
y o u t h of New Jersey have
demonstrated time and again that
they have the desire, the maturity
and the awareness of issues to
p a r t i c i p a t e in the electoral
process.”

State Senator Albert Schiaffo
and assemblyman Peter Moraites
also approve of the issue.
Concerning 18 to 21 year olds,
they said, “They drive, they pay
taxes, they marry, and they serve
in the armed forces. Why can’t
they vote?”
Some of the arguments against
lowering the voting age are that
young people are too easily
persuaded, too idealistic, and
somewhat irresponsible.
Platforms of both parties
campaigning in the upcoming

Robert B. Meyner
No Position.

Accumulating evidence that
New Jersey voters will approve of
a state lottery has focused
attention on the question: what
t ype o f lottery should be
established by the legislature?
The forecast that voters’
approval is assured for the lottery
is based on political polls
c o n d u c t e d by bot h the
R epubl i can and Democratic
parties. These surveys indicate
margins of 3-1 and 4-1 in favor of
the lottery.
In recognition of this trend, a
state treasury panel has been
studying lotteries in operation in
New York and New Hampshire,
and also those operating in many
foreign countries. The panel has
come up with the following
conclusions:
If the purpose of a state lottery
is to acquire large sums of money
for state institutions, while at the
same time destroying the numbers
racket, which is one of the chief

sources of revenue for organized
crime, the tickets should be
i n e x p e n s i v e , th e prizes
numberous, and the drawings
frequent.
The panel is also investigating
the use of vending machines to
make mass sales easier and keep
operating cost down. The results
of all of these studies will
eventually be submitted to a
legislative committee which will
be appointed after the election for
the purpose of making final
r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s to the
legislature.
Both of the candidates in the
New Jersey gubernatorial race has
assumed a “hands-off’ policy
c o n c e r n i n g the lo t te r y
referendum. Former Governor
Robert B. Meyner has made it
clear that he is not coming out in
favor of a “yes” or “no” vote on
the question itself, and his
remarks on the issue have been
informal
However, he is said to be in the
process of preparing a formal

statement on his views on the
lottery, should it be approved. It
is understood that he will suggest
a vending machine system which
could the state over $80 million a
year. The Republican candidate,
Rep. William T. Calill, has said
that if the lottery is approved, he
would favor the New York
system.
The New York state lottery
consists mainly of a mixture on
monthly drawings tied to the
results of a horse race which has
already been run. The drawings
offer a $100,000 top prize for
every $1 million in tickets sold.
There is also a $250,000
“super-prize,” which is drawn
once every four months. The
system is a very complicated one,
and, according to economists, is
the reason the New York lottery
grosses only $4 million a month.
They maintain that under a
similar system, the most New
Jersey could net from its lottery
would be between $12 million
and $24 million a year.

Returns Expected

Library Pardons Overdue Books
Amnesty week will be held by
the Sprague library staff from
Oct. 20 to Oct. 26. Amnesty will
be granted to all concerned with
returning overdue books and
William Cahill
paying unpaid fines.
Voters Decide.
Complete amnesty will be
election support the lower voting granted upon the return of
missing books. Fines will not be
age.
levied throughout the week.
Presently the state constitution
Books will be accepted regardless
b a r s gambling e xc e pt at
of their condition. “The library
racetracks, bingo games, raffles,
just wants the books returned,”
and carnival type games at
says Mrs. Marion Seigletuck, head
a mu seme nt parks an d on
circulation librarian.
boardwalks. The third public
Partial amnesty will be granted
question proposes amending this
to all students who have fines
clause to provide for a state
outstanding. All unpaid duties will
lottery, or legalized gambling to
be reduced by half during
create revenue. If approved, New
amnesty week. They will resume
Jersey will join New York and
normal proportions at the close of
New Hampshire as the only states the week.
in the nation to have a state
lottery.
John F. Brown, sponsor of the
bill to put the question to the
public contends that a properly
run lottery could raise up to $200
million. Brown stated, “It’s worse
from a moral standpoint to tax
the poor than to legalize off-track
betting.” Any revenue obtained
would be used for the sole
purpose of aiding education and
state institutions.
Supporters also feel that a
l o t t e r y would help combat
organized crime by absorbing
some of the money that goes into
illegal numbers games.
The state division of taxation
p r e di c t s t hat the cost of
administering a lottery would be
bery high, perhaps 15% of the
gross income. Opponents of the
issue feel that this type of tax
would be quite inefficient. They
also think that the poor would be
hit the hardest by taking part in a
lottery.

Robert Meyner and William
Cahill, candidates for governor of
New Jersey, have no position on
the question of a state lottery.
They feel the decision should be
left to the voters of the state.

The main reason for amnesty
week is the hope of obtaining all
missing books. According to Mrs.
Seigletuck, the number of books
missing is unknown. Not only are
checked-out books not returned,
b u t m a n y b o o k s sim ply
“walk-out” of the library and are
never returned. Special receptacles
will be found in the library for the
return of these books.
Subsequent to amnesty week,
normal rates will prevail. This rate
is five cents a day per book.
However, a person is never liable
for more than the price of the
book. If a book is lost, the fine

will consist of the price of the
book plus an additional fee for
obtaining a new book.
Clearing all fines is essential to
obtain one’s grades. Non-payment
of fines causes grades to be
detained and, in the case of
graduating seniors, diplomas will
be held back until all fines are
payed. Mrs. Seigletuck urges all
students to take advantage of
amnesty week.
Since this is the first time
amnesty has been granted by the
library, Mrs. Seigletuck anticipates
a large return of missing books
and clearance of unpaid fines.

T O D A Y 'S SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

9 a.m. — S tu d e n t p icket lines will form in the pedestrian mall
area.
11 a.m. — T w o m inutes of silence in memory of the New Jersey
w ar dead, follow ed by a reading of the names of the New
Jersey war dead by the three campus chaplains,
noon — Program o f speeches, dram atic readings and music in the
mall area.
4 p.m . — March to the am phitheatre begins. Evening
program for day and evening students will begin at 5 and go
to 9 p.m.
Speakers fo r the day will include President Thom as H.
R ichardson, Dean Lawton W. Blanton, Dr. Ronald Haas, Mr.
Richard M arcotulli, Mr. Ben Minor, Mr. Leon DeLeeuw, Mr.
William Dell, Dr. R obert Beckwith, Dr. S anford Radner, Mrs.
Linda Greenberg, Mr. William Ballare, Dr. Jerom e R ockw ood, Dr.
G ilbert Leight, Mr. Dannis E aton, Miss Ellen K auffm an, Mr.
Joseph A ttanasio, as well as other faculty and students.

FUNNY YOURE GIRL...
ONCEAMONTH YOUFEEL LIKEA

You’re not as m ini as usual? It’s only temporary,
you know. A monthly problem. But w ho cares when
you have that puffy, bloated, "Oh, I’m so fat feelin g” ?
T R E N D A R , that’s who. TRENDAR’LL help keep you
slim as you are a ll m onth lo n g . Its m odern d iu r e tic
(water-reducing) action controls temporary pre-menstrual w eight gain. (That can be up to 7 pounds!) Start
taking TR E N D A R 4 to 7 days before th at time. It’ll help
make you look better and feel better.

TRENDARJTMAKESYOUGLAOYDUkEAM l
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W hat a L ovely W ar

Serving the College
Community Since 1928
M IR IA M TAUB
D A V ID M. LEVIN E
MARI-JO M AR R A

EDITO R -IN -C H IE F
M ANAG ING ED ITO R
BUSINESS M ANAG ER

The editorial opinions expressed represent those of the
editor-in-chief and managing editor unless otherwise signed.

G etting K icked
President Richard M. Nixon’s forced
early retirement of General Lewis B.
Hershey, head of the Selective Service
System, last week was seen as an attempt to
reduce the effectiveness of today’s
nationwide moratorium to protest the war in
Vietnam.
Although he has stated that college
demonstrators will not affect him in their
opposition to the war, Nixon apparently
wants to tone down as much anti-Viet
sen tim en t as possible. However, the
elimination of Hershey as Selective Service
head will pacify very few.
The N ixon A d m in istra tio n had

previously decided to suspend the November
and December draft calls and to spread the
29,000-man October call over a three month
period. This decision reveals that draft
policies are not formulated by the Selective
Service office but merely put into effect by
them after receiving the order from the
higher-ups.
No one is going to be fooled into
thinking that Nixon has taken care of the
bad guys by pushing Hershey into a four-star
general’s uniform. Nixon’s recent action has
only shown that he might be affected by
college demonstrators a little bit more than
he is willing to admit.

M o n tcla irs
\MPrayerJM

One of these days there just
won’t be any more sex. I heard
th e Nixon Administration is
seriously considering junking the
w h o l e idea w i t h o u t any
explanation.
I’m inclined to agree with the
directive issued last week by
Wilbur Hangup, sexual adviser to
the Nixon Administration, which
called for a complete withdrawal
of sex in government (S1G).
S1G SEX is the official title
Hangup gave to the program. “It’s
designed to keep our country
dean and tidy,” he explained.
“Those Chinese commie pinkos —
just look at them: overpopulated,
degenerate and power-hungry.
You know the type — they just
can’t control themselves.”
“How come?” I asked.
“It’s that chop suey and chow
m e i n , ” he explained as he
examined a meal-ticket to the
Montclair State College cafeteria.
OUT-OF-BUSINESS

“What do you propose to do
about it?”
“Well, first thing, we’re gonna
put every chop suey eatery out of
business in the country. That
oughta fix em.”
“What do you mean?” I asked.
“Well, you know. After you
eat that suey stuff you really get
that feeling of power, if you know
what 1 mean.”
“Yea,” I said, “but after one
burp it’s all gone.”

V A R IO U S EFFECTS

“That’s not true,” Hangup
claimed. “It has different effects
on different people, according to
FBI statistics. Take case AX-31,
for example. Horace Schmidtz of
Waukeesha, Wis. ate so much suey
stuff a while back that his wife
had triplets. And Grover Newton’s
dog was hanging out near a suey
parlor one night and she had a
litter of 38 pups right on the spot.
And if you ask me, they all had
slanted eyes,” Hungup asserted.
“Hmm . . . that does pose a
serious threat,” I said after serious
consideration.
“Yup, we’re gonna nab all
those suey houses and toss all
those spare-rib polecats right into
the pokey. We’re gonna round ‘em
u p . A f t e r a l l , t h e y ’ re
undemocratic and uncivil.”
“Sounds like a good idea. How
much will it cost the taxpayers?”
“ I figger it will cost
somewheres in the area of $80
billion, but Congress has already
appointed $150 billion, so there’s
no real problem.”
“How long will it take?” 1
asked.
“Well that’s hard to say. At
first I thought SIG SEX would
take just a few months. But the
French started the idea after the
second world war. They gave up
around 1954. But whenever the
U.S. takes on a war like this, we’ll
always win.
“ Like Vietnam?”
“That’s right, son.”

TOPICS

July 4, 1776 - Oct. 15, 1969
By Don Pendley
News Editor

S ta f f P h o to .

W h afs H appening in Jersey
BLOOMFIELD COLLEGE: Classes
ca n celed . S em in ars, discussions
planned. March to Bloomfield town
hall at 11 a.m.
CALDWELL COLLEGE: No classes
after 1 p.m. Discussions on war.
DREW UNIVERSITY: Antiwar petitions
w ill be circu la ted throughout
Madison. Memorial service at 8 p.m.
GLASSBORO STATE: March from
Pitman, N.J. to Hollybush, scene of
1967 J o h n son -K osygin summit
conference.
NEWARK STATE: See page two,
today’s edition.
PATERSON STATE: All-night vigil
Tues. night; readings of names of war
dead.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY: Two days
of activity; 5-hr. teach-in on Tues.
featurning Sen. Harold Hughes (D-Ia.)
and Carl Davidson, SDS founder. Wed.
at 1:30 p.m. Rep Allard Lowenstein
of New York and writer Susan Sontag
will speak. Wed. eve. demonstration
on the steps of the State House,
Trenton.

RIDER COLLEGE: Rutgers prof. David
Frost, a vice-presidential candidate on
the peace and freedom party last year,
will speak.
RUTGERS NEW BRUNSWICK: Sen.
Eugene McCarthy (D-Minn.) will
speak at antiwar rally at 3:30 (see
Oct. 2 edition of MONTCLARION);
silent march through New Brunswick
s tr e e ts . Evening: An antiwar
resolution will be drafted and sent to
Mason Gross, Rutgers president.
RUTGERS-NEWARK: School open.
Antiwar rally at 7 p.m. in Military
park. Panel discussions will be held on
guerrilla warfare; antiwar films.
SETON HALL: Classes cancelled for two
hours at S. Orange campus;
discussions. Mass for peace will be
held.
STEVENS INSTITUTE: Peace rally on
Hoboken campus.
TOMBROCK COLLEGE: Day-long
teach-in at West Paterson Campus.
UPSALA COLLEGE: Peace rally and
Mass will be held in E. Orange.

“When a long train of abuses
and u n s u rp a t i o n s , pursuing
invariably the same Object
envinces a design to reduce them
under absolute Despotism, it is
their right, it is their duty, to
throw off such Government. . . ”
" U n d e r no
circum stan ces
will I be affect
ed whatever by
it /'

“ He h as
affected
to
render
the
M i l i t a r y in
dependent of
and superior to
th e
Civil
Pow er.. . . ”
“He h a s . . . destroyed die lives
of our people. .. .”

“He is at this time transporting
l a r g e A r m i e s o f foreign
Mercenaries to complete the
works of death, desolation, and
tyranny, already begun with
circum stances of Cruelty &
Perfidy scarcely paralleled in the
most barbarous ages, and totally
unworthy of the head of a
civilized nation.. . .”
“ In every stage of these
Oppressions We have Petitioned
for Redress in the most humble
terms: Our repeated Petitions
have been answered only by
repeated injury. .. .”
"Under no circumstances will I
be affected whatever. . . . "

“A Prince, whose character is
thus marked by every act which
may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be
the ruler of a free people.. . . ”

T h e M o n tc la rio n is p u b lis h e d w e e k ly th ro u g h o u t th e colleg e year,
S e p te m b e r th ro u g h M a y , b y th e B oard o f P u b lic a tio n s, M o n tc la ir S ta te
C ollege, U p p e r M o n tc la ir, N e w Jersey 0 7 0 4 3 , 7 4 6 - 9 5 0 0 e x t. 3 5 3 ,
7 8 3 - 9 0 9 1 . A d v ertis in g rate s u p o n req uest. S u b sc rip tio n rates, * 2 . 5 0 per
sem ester; * 3 . 5 0 per y e a r. K n o w n o ffic e of p u b lic a tio n M o n tc la ir, N .J .
0 7 0 4 2 . A p p lic a tio n to m a il a t second class postage rate is p e n d in g at
M o n tc la ir, N .J . 0 7 0 4 2 .

News E d ito rs............................................. . .. Roberta Kuehl, Don Pendley
Features E d ito r......................................... ..................... Ginny Saunderson
Sports E ditor............................................. ..............................John Aneson
Drama and Arts E ditors............................ . Maurice Moran, Curt DeGroat
Makeup Editor........................................... ............................Anne Manning
Picture E d ito r ........................................... ..............................Morey Antebi
Copy E ditor............................................... ......................... Susan Dominski
Circulation E d ito r..................................... ..........................Coleen Delaney
Journalistic Adviser................................... .............Mr. Michael F.X. Grieco
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How the Butcher Got His Mercedes
By Ritchie W. McEwen
Copley News Service.

‘S h ort M easure ’ Is the K ey

B R A T I S L A V A ,
So when a special consignment
Czechoslovakia - To even the of 30 shiny, brand-new luxury
most privileged person in a Mercedes limousines arrived in
country behind the Iron Curtain, Bratislava the other day, they
a private car, even a second-hand
created a sensation.
one, is a luxury few can afford.
The average car owner has to
save steadily for at least five years
to afford even the cheapest model
on the market. Even then he may
have to wait another five years to
take delivery.

E v e n more sens at ional ,
however, was the fact that every
one o f these prohibitively
expensive cars was snapped up
within half an hour of their
arrival.

8-YEARS WAGES

As each one sold for the
equivalent of eight years’ salary
for the average wage-earner, a
r eport er from a Bratislava
newspaper decided to track down
their owners for an interview.
He found the owners, but
failed to get an interview.
Every car had been bought for
cash by either a tavern waiter or a

Enemies in Our House

Facing R ealities on Viet

THE W IN N IN G IN TEN TIO N

Granted the U.S. is supporting
an unpopular regime, and granted
the rationale behind this war is
controversial. There have been far
too many lives lost fighting for a

people who do not want our
support.
Part of the problem comes
from the fact that this war has
dragged on far too long and none
of the administrations under
which it has been waged seem to
have had any intention of
winning. Since it is obvious that
we are not fighting this war to win
the only alternative is to end it.
But we cannot just leave. Aside
from the political and social
problems, our abandoning of
S o ut h Vietnamese villages especially those on the frontier would leave them open to Viet
Cong or North Vietnamese troops
who would move in and slaughter
large numbers of villagers. We
know this because we remember
the slaughter and mass murders
that accompanied the communist
take over of Laos.
So to protect the people we
fought for all this time we have to
leave gradually and allow them to
assume their own protection. It

Editor’s note: Mr. Cripps, a
fo rm e r S G A
d e p a rtm e n t
representative, is a senior social
science major.
By Frank Cripps

SAUVIGNE

would be equally ill advised to
leave the Vietnamese to the mercy
of those who they have so long
resisted as it was to become
involved in this war in the first
place.

But Nixon refuses to go so far
as setting a deadline for our
withdrawal. Perhaps he is right
when he says such an approach
would jeopardize our chances in
Paris; but since the peace talks are
not going well in any case, the
best solution would be to make it
clear to Saigon that we will leave
them to fight their own war. The
best way to do that is to project a
date when the pull out will be
completed and let South Vietnam
prepare to assume its own defense
by that date.
And the earlier the date is set
the better.

Barbara Fischer: Opinion Left

The M an 9 Is Coming D ow n
In a very short time James
Patrick Hayes Jr., 26, will come to
trial on charges that he “willfully,
k n o w i n g l y , and unlawfully
attempted to entice and procure”
means for an AWOL soldier to
desert. This is the first time since
World War II that this law has
been cited, and previously it was
used only in the prosecution of
relatives of AWOL soldiers who
helped them desert.
Of what importance is this
small incident? It is a clear
indication that “ the man” is
coming down harder. When your
in the movement you participate
in a lot of illegal activities. It
remains for the government to
draw the line; to indict. You
might march in demonstrations,
sign draft resistance support cards,
c o n t r i b u t e money to the
resistance, and go to meetings
where the turn-in of cards is being
discussed — such were the
c o n s p i r i t a l acts behind the
indictments against Spock and the
others in Boston.
Y ou also might help in
organizing a demonstration and be
indicted for “crossing a state line
to incite a riot” as were the

Chicago eight. Or you just might
be like Jim Hayes who stuffed
enve lope s, did some draft
counseling, and made a few
telephone calls for an AWOL
soldier who desired to leave the
country.
CONSCIENCE STRICKEN

Jim Hayes does not deny the
charges. His defense will not be a
c on ve n ti o al , legalistic one.
Instead, he will maintain that his
a cti on followed in a great
American tradition. This country
was founded by people fleeing
military conscription and war.
Conscience-stricken Americans
have always resisted as witnessed
by the draft riots of the 1860s, the
U n d e r g r o u n d Railroad, and
civil-rights activists and resistors in
our own times.
Most likely Jim Hayes will go
to prison — he faces a two year
sentence. The government is
beginning to feel the pressure of
movement activity within the
army, and Jim is its first victim.
He will not be the last. It is of the
greatest importance that this case
be publicized since it is a
precedent case. Jim will be the

The police and the public
prosecutor’s office then stepped
in. Soon the shiny new cars from
the West will be up for sale again.

REPORTAGE

Karyn Sauvigne: Opinion Right

Today’s moratorium probably
will not affect administration
policy any more than Nixon has
predicted it will. His choice of
expression was unfortunate, and
certainly evoked greater support
for the action. He should have left
his expected reaction unspoken.
But the fact remains that the
President will not be greatly
affected by anything that is said
or done today. He knows how
great is the opposition to the war
within this country and he is
pulling out gradually - the only
way he can.
Let’s not kid ourselves; if
McCarthy or Kennedy had been
elected in November the war
would still be going on today. The
realities of the situation require
“gradualism.”

butcher. Not one of them could
have possibly afforded such a
luxury Western car on his regular
wages.
How was it, then, that the local
butchers and waiters were able to
buy them?
The reporter soon put two and
two together and came up with
the answer: short measure.
MAKING A LIVING
Gathering together a team of

car-less volunteers, he investigated
the purchase of meat at theshops
and the ordering of wine and
spirits at taverns where the owners
of the Mercedes made their living.
At the end of a week he and
his volunteers found that they had
been given short measure each
time they bought meat or had a
drink.

FISCHER

first political activist jailed for
aiding a deserter. If anyone
wished more information, or
desires to contribute financial
help, please contact The Jim
Hayes Defense Committee, 339
Lafayette St., New York, N.Y.,

10012.
GRAFFITI
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Of all the enemies which the
United States has had to face in
its brief life-time, none have been
so challenging as the enemy we
face today.
Some believe
that the enemy
is Russia, or
China,
or
communism, or
facism, or any
number
of
nations or isms.
The real enemy,
however, is not
external, it is
CRIPPS
internal.
Whether it manifests itself in
the form of reaction, or in the
empty slogans of the new left, the
enemy is making great strides
t owar ds bringing down the
American republic.
What, then, is this enemy? It is
fear that a blackman may get the
vote; it is hate that stirs in the
midst of reaction to the idea of
progress; it is corrupt ambition
and naive delusion; it calls itself
anarchy, nihlism, as well as the
“American way.” This enemy
breeds in t he m inds and
communities of ignorance; in the
hearts of the malcontents; among
the poor and the well-to-do alike.
Its greatest allies are ignorance,
blind faith, civil disobedience,
s o c i a l d i s o r d e r , shallow
expressions of moralistic idealism,
as well as the sneering remarks of
racism and hate.
DECADES OF W A IT IN G

This enemy is not new to
America; it has always been with
us. It came with the first settlers.

It remained, to a large extent,
dormant, if not deeply rooted in
the psyche of every American.
For decades it waited; waited
until the frontier disappeared,
i ndus try h ad fully
unt i l
developed, until the fruits of an
age of progress and change hung
ripe and plump upon the tree of
history. Then, when men in this
country, felt they had fought
their last battle, had achieved the
ultimate goal, and he was about to
pick that ripe fruit, this enemy
appeared in his midst. Finding
willing and useful tools among
the frustrated, the alienated, the
poor, and the despairing, it began
to knaw at the very foundations
of the republic.
This enemy is no respector of
persons. It knows no color
boundry, no religious theology,
no political position. It lives in
every city and community in the
nation; perhaps next door, or even
within our own homes.
It has manifested itself in
attacks upon the institution of the
fa mi l y, u p on o ur religious
institutions and beliefs, and upon
o u r form of representative
democracy.
OPEN A N D H ID IN G

It’s as open as the cries of
revolutionaries who call for the
desolution of our country, as the
efforts of bully-boys to prevent
their fellow countrymen from
exercising their rights as citizens.
It hides behind such words as
“democracy,” “freedom,” “power
to the people,” as well as
“nigger,” “biologically inferioi,”
and “white supremacy.”
This is the enemy we must
face, and must conquer, in
20th-century America, or it will
conquor us.

Indians Discover Columbus
PHILADELPHIA (CPS) - Temple
University’s official calendar of
events was a little different this
faU.
Included among the traditional
items were dates for the Russian,
Chinese and Cuban revolutions
and for the birthdays of Fidel
Castro, Che Guevara, and Harpo
and Karl Marx. Adjacent to the
date of Oct. 12, 1492 was the
i nscription: Indians discover
Columbus.
The chicanerous soul behind all
this was female graduate student,
Linda Weiser, who was placed in
c h a r g e of p r o d u c i n g the
publication.
After the calendars were on

sale for a week, the Temple
a d m i n i st ra ti o n s t e p p e d in.
President Paul Anderson, claiming
th e c a l e n d a r c o n t a i n e d
“ e x t r a n e o u s m aterial” that
disqual ifi ed it as a “pure
document,” ordered the 1700
copies not yet sold to be taken
from circulation.
There followed an editorial in
the Temple student paper to the
effect
t hat since
the
administration had already spent
$800 to publish the calendars, it
would be wasteful to dispose of
them. But the administration, at
last notice, planned to print 1500
revised calendars.'
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'it has a slight murmui

lots's "Buzz" took first place for sorority floots.

S ta ff P h o to s b y M o re y A n t e b i,

R ic h

B la n c h a rd ) C h r is ta R u d o lp h a n d S ue V ille r e .

Psi Chi's first place fri\ \ty float.

Phi Sigma Epsilon's "Y ellow Submarine" was awarded second place among fraternity competitors.

Mu Sigma asks
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Chris K im , Miss MSC and Homecoming queen, greets judge.

fan Niedbala, soph dass president said.

Delta Theta Psi's tribute to Wait Disney.

Tribute to a D ecad e . . .
. . . the Classics I V . . . Sam and Dave Review . . . MSC
downs Central Connecticut, 2 2 0 . . . Tony Vaipone chosen
most valuable player by Psi C h i. . . Homecoming 1969. . .
t place

asks. . ■

The men o f Tau Lambda Beta lead their
a third place trophy.

Flower Power" float to
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After 30 years:

A noveau Rich

Review By
Russ Layne
Staff Reporter

Buddy Rich, a performer with
an ego as big as his band, gave a
concert with his 16-piece band
here Mon. night, Oct. 6 to an
enthusiastic audience in Memorial
a u d i t o r i u m . The commercial
rock-oriented band provided a
fine evening of entertainment.
And entertainment it was. The
band drove through a number of
popular tunes such as “Up-tight”
and “Mercy, Mercy” with top
precision and fine arrangements.
The apex of enthusiasm for both
Rich and the audience (for the
rest of the band was only
incidental: it was the drummer’s
show) was the final medley from
West Side Story.
The drummer milked applause
from the audience with his
supreme skill. No doubt that
Buddy Rich is one of the most
skillful and articulate drummers
of our time. No doubt also that

Rich likes people to know this.
Perhaps a more likely place to
find Rich as was indicative by his
showmanship, would be on a
football field at halftime. He’s not
only a one-man rhythm section;
he does a pretty neat job of
twirling his drumsticks, also.
STRONG EGOTISM

However, his egotism had put
him so far beyond reality, that he
kept the audience in the dark as
to whom the members of his band
were. We heard two strong
reedmen. Introduced to us once,
we never heard their names
mentioned again although they
contributed the major portion of
the minutely allotted solo space.
The tenorman blew some fine
solos as well as the band’s 21 year
old alto player.
To conclude, it was quite
evident that Buddy Rich is a very
funny, capable performer, and his
skill surpasses many.
—Layne.

ON CAMPUS T H IS WEEK
Wed., Oct. 15

SPU Moratorium

Thurs., Oct. 16

BOSS. . . Soul Dinner

Freeman cafeteria

5 :3 0 p.m.

Fri., Oct. 17

Alley Club

lower lounde

7 :3 0 p.m.

Tau Omega Phi Dance

Life Hall cafeteria

8 p.m.

Freshman Elections

auditorium lobby

all day

Urban Action Seminar

H-11

7 p.m.

Phi Sigma Epsilon Movie

auditorium

7 :3 0 p.m.

Urban Action Seminar

H-11

7 p.m.

Mon., Oct. 20

Tues., Oct. 21

all day

'APT N A T U R A L . I H A V E A GUB': Misspellings give trouble to
Woody Allen, when, as Virgil Starkwell in 'Take the Money and
R un,' it brings the attention o f the bank police.

ARE YO U S TILL C A R R Y IN G YOUR BABY, A N N A ?: Friends offer aid to the maltreated slave in
'Song o f the Lusitanian Bogey. '

The subject was revolution
Theatrically, “Song of the
L u s i t a n i a n Bogey” is an
experience. It is a series of
em otionally packed vignettes
(short scenes) that grabs the
audience by the boot straps of
their stomachs and pulls. In the
introduction to Peter Weiss’ other
(and more famous) play,
“Marat/Sade,” a good play is
defined as one with strong
moments pieced together with a
believable, developing plot. In
that sense, “Lusitanian Bogey”
qualifies as a good play.
But t h e r e is som ething
stronger—something that caused
the black members of the
audience to stand in applause with
their hands clenched in the fist of
black power. Something that had
white members of that same
audience clutch their stomachs in
fear. It was all there in black —
“This play took place in Angola,
an African colony of Portugal.
There was blood shed there when
the Lusitania was toppled. Watch
it, because we’re not too far from
that now right here.”

Virgil Starkwell is a born loser.
You know, he used to make
obscene phone calls collect. He
played the cello in the high school
marching band. He turns to crime
when some local thugs break his
cello and his glasses. (“I have this
idea,” explains Woody Allen, the
creator, star and director of Virgil,
“from childhood, that anyone in
authority will break your glasses
as a reprimand.”)
But, even as the harbinger of
th e u n d e r w o r l d , in the
pseudo-documentary film of the
life of Virgil Starkwell titled
“Take the Money and Run,”
Virgil doesn’t quite make it. His
first attempt at theft turns into a
major discussion of the proper
terminology used in the note (“Is
this word ‘gub’?” “No, that’s
gun .. .1 have a gun . . . ”)
After some time in prison, he
meets his true love while
attempting to rob her purse. But

when love turns to verse, and a
b a b y (Jona — than Ralph
Starkwell, after Virgil’s mother)
arrives, the life of crime seems the
only hope.
C HA PLIN A N D M A RX

Woody Allen is a very busy
fellow these days —what with the
successful run on Broadway of
“Play It Again, Sam” — and now
“Take the Money and Run.”
While some critics feel he is the
new Charlie Chaplain, he prefers
to think of himself as Groucho
Marx. “I tried to be a hostile
c omed ia n, ” said he, in an
interview following the film, “you
know, like Mort Sahl . . . but
n a t u r e screwed m e . ” The
rubber-faced comic went on to
explain the background o f the
film. “We shot most of the prison
sequences in San Quentin. Some
o f the prisoners performed, but
there was no trouble. Every so
o f t e n we found a file or
something, but we didn’t report
it.” A smile crossed his lips. “You

—Moran.

ANO THER VIEW

Delford A. Jones, director of
Project TRY, has this reaction to
“ Lusitanian Bogey:”
“I found the presentation by
the N.E.C. to be one of many
reflective statements on the
‘growing awareness’ of the young

blacks of today. In an aesthetic
and artistic sense, the production
was very beautifully done. From
an academi c standpoint, it
u n le as h ed a m u l t i t u d e of
historical facts that we were able
to view in a dramatic and totally
Black orientation. I trust this
p e r f o r m a n c e provided a
meaningful experience for all who
attended’”
Debbie Washington, an MSC
s o p h o m o r e , p rovi ded this
comment:
“Not perhaps as good as Voices
I n c o r p o r a t e d ( w h o gave a
performance here last April), I
feel that the Negro Ensemble,
which incidentally should be
named the Black Ensemble, did a
very fine job of presenting the
struggle of the African in his own
land to acquire the freedom which
is rightfully his.
—DeGroat.

At the Whitney:

'Here and Now’ - Jazz art

Jazz, they say, is becoming jazz what the pictures meant to
more and more popular. In recent them.
years, we’ve seen it move from SENSUAL C R E A T IV IT Y
clubs in out-of-the-way places to
Most of the performers were
areas more accessible to the p r o m i n e n t jazz musi ci ans.
might say, our committment is general public. One place where Horacee Arnold is a young,
always to the side of uh evil. . . ” jazz musicians are finding it easier d y n a m i c , and highly adept
to communicate with the masses technician who wove African and
'G' FOR S.O.B.
With all this, Allen explained, is the museum. The Whitney Spanish rythmns around his
his film still could not receive a Museum of American Art in cohorts with supreme sensitivity.
“G” rating (general audiences.) It cooperation with the Harlem Karl Berger, a German musician
was originally given and “R” Cultural Council Inc. presented with the ability to play the vibes
program
e n t i t l e d with sensual creativity, was a focal
(under 16 not admitted) because t h e
point for many interesting solos.
of the presence of the line: “He is Jazz-Art-Museum on Sept. 30.
Michael Lawrence proved a
wanted for murder, arson and
versatile instrumentalist as well as
committing an unnatural act with UNIQUE IM PR O V ISA TIO N
The music was provided by a Carlos Ward, a new musician on
a beaver.” Upon deleting that line,
substituting “and being married to group of jazz musicians entitled the scene from Panama who
an elephant,” the review board Horacee Arnold’s Here and Now likewise broke loose with some
saw to it that the film was Company. Among the members of interesting contributions. Reggie
awarded and “M” (mature — the group were Arnold on drums; Workman, now the featured
parent’s discretion advised.) And Karl Berger, vibraphone, Mike b a ss i s t wi th Max R oa ch,
all this for the funniest fairy tale Lawrence, trumpet; Sam Rivers, strummed the bass at times like a
on film in a long time. But then soprano sax, tenor sax, and flute; flamenco guitarist. Certainly it
you wouldn’t want to corrupt our Carlos Ward, alto sax and flute; was Sam Rivers who appeared to
kids with laughter (with John Reggie Workman, bass; and be the most sensitive to the
Wayne who gets a “G” rating for Jeanne Faulkner, vocalist. The projected pictures as his bending
killing & vowing in the name of program was unique in that tones seemed to precisely fit the
s.o.b. three times, yes, but not pictures of Afro-American art by e xa c t feeling that the art
with laughter.) Or maybe they prominent black artists and p o r t r a y e d . Finally, Jeanne
just don’t want the kids to find sculptors were flashed on the Faulkner sang clear, soulful tones
out the answer to the question of walls of the museum’s fourth that needed no funk to prove her
the ages: “Should a girl pet on the floor gallery. The musicians then commitment.
—Layne.
responded by improvising through
fust date?”

Nature screws the born loser
Interview By
Maurice J. Moran
Drama/Arts Editor

Yes, there is a lusitania to be
toppled here. With the sickening
stench of ghettos ringing in his
ears, whitey has finally discovered
that something must be done. But
I’d like to think, damned optimistx
that I am, that lusitania can be
brought down by understanding
o f b ot h races. There was
something symbolic in that, when
lusitania came tumbling down, the
most influential person in its
destruction was the man who was
concealed within.
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William Dioguardi

States 'MSC Could Never
Become a Football Power’
By Don Pendley
News Editor

“Montclair
State
could
never be a football power,” states
William P. Dioguardi, MSC’s
director of athletics. Dioguardi, as
chairman o f the Montclair
Athletic Commission (MAC), is
the center of recent controversy
on the activities and budget
expenses of MAC.
Responding to a statement
by MSC senior class president,
J os ep h Macaluso, that MSC
should not become a ‘football
machine,’ Dioguardi says that the
‘d u a l a d m i s s i o n s ’ policy
(admitting athletes with lower
high
school
academ ic
achievements) practiced at many
colleges in an effort to obtain
better players, is not used at MSC.
MSC's admissions requirements
include three College Entrance
Examination Board achievement
tests. In addition, for a student to
participate in the NCAA (National
Collegiate Athletic Association),
he must have an NCAA-specified
high school scholastic average.
According to Dioguardi, our
academic admission scale is higher
than that of the other state
colleges. In addition, MSC offers

William Dioguardi
No Football Machine
for MSC.

no special scholarships for
athletics, and thus the possibility
of MSC becoming a “football
power” is lessened.
Dioguardi, as chairman of
MAC, is in charge of over $88,000
o f S t u d e n t Government
Association funds. According to
Dioguardi, MAC has been run
since approximately 1935 by the
d i re c t o r o f at hl et ics , and

Dioguardi feels that although
students should probably be
controlling MAC (as stated in the
SGA class one organization
statutes) problems would arise if
this were instituted.
Students, says Dioguardi, must
get the “feel of the thing,” and
that MAC would be difficult to
run efficiently if it had a different
chairman each year. Also,
schedules for the MSC varsity
teams are often made years in
advance, making the idea of a
student chairman less feasible.
M acaluso
leveled
several
charges at the MAC during the
SGA Legislature meeting of Oct.
7, including charges of nepotism
in granting equipment contracts
for MAC, poor budget-handling
and the above-mentioned conflict
of Dioguardi’s chairmanship of
MAC.
To these, Dioguardi replied “I
feel that I serve the best interests
of the students with the best of
my ability,” and that “ the boy
(Macaluso) handled himself in a
very businesslike manner” at the
Legislature meeting. Dioguardi
also stated that he would attempt
to answer any questions that
Macaluso and any others raised.

Rutgers vs. Princeton

100 Years of Football
receive a pass in the end zone. He
could also kick a field goal or an
extra point. Considering the
1 8 6 9 . R u t g e r s played
complex defensive units teams
Princeton in a game they called
have today, points are not easily
football at New Brunswick field. scored.
The final score: Rutgers 6,
Princeton 4.
Forward passes end sweeps,
1969. Same teams, same place,
pitch outs, formations and many
same spirit and once again it was a
other tactics have evolved from
Rutgers victory, 29-0, as the
that first game, when football was
parents of collegiate football gave
an infant. In the past decade or
birth to another football season in
so, the black man, qualified and
this country.
victorious in his quest, has finally
One hundred years have passed
emerged on the football field
since that first confrontation of
which is vivid proof that football
these two teams, but it is much
has come of age. The game has
more than time that has passed.
given birth to the modern day
As they have been responsible in
star, “ the bonus baby,” and “ the
the broader spectrum of life itself,
free soul.”
g e n e r a t i o n s , legacies and
“ What is this game of
in nov at ion s have all been
football?”
This is a question that
responsible for the evolution of
many
were
asking in 1869 as a
football.
handful
of
about
200 spectators
Searching f or similarities
gathered around the ball ground
between these two games is like
to see Rutgers and Princeton play.
looking at life, 1869-1969. There
are few similarities. The extent to
The last game had an estimated
which football has changed can be
audience
of 20,000 fans and the
paralleled with the change of the
game
was
also broadcasted on
football itself. Then it was a
radio
where
millions could have
round, soccer type ball and now it
listened to the play-by-play
has its present elongated shape.
account. Viewing the audience of
In that first game there were
25, somewhat disorganized, men the ’69 Rutgers-Princeton game
to a team. In the most recent was a spectacle, with vivid colors
flashing. from all parts of the
game played, there were 11
stadium. Girls clad in microminis
mobile, almost mechanistic, men
and many male and female
to a team. To score points in that
spectators, hip to the unisex
first game the players had to bat
fashions, are evidence of the
the ball with his hands, feet, head,
t ra ns i ti o n o f the football
rump or any other way he could
following.
to get the ball over the goal,
There is, to be sure, an
wh ich was gu ar ded by a
a st oun di ng contrast between
goaltender.
football then and now. But one
In scoring points in the game thing remains the same -- the vital
of ‘69, a player had to run with philosophy of the game that was
the ball into the end zone or passed down through the years
By Michael Traylor
Staff Reporter

The spirit, the sense of fair play
and comradship which have
becom e so relevant to our
American tradition have been
invaluable in our work and play.
To win is the object of football
but the “how” is very important
also. There was another game
played between Rutgers and
Princeton in 1869 which Rutgers
lost. The general attitude of the
team, according to an article in
the Rutgers University paper The
Targum, November 1869 was: “If
we must be beaten, we are glad to
have such conquerors.”

—M O NTC LARIO N—
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Macaluso’s Hobbies
By Roberta Kuehl
News Editor

“Everything can be cleared
up,” declares Joseph Macaluso
regarding the Montclair Athletic
Commission controversy. This
opt imi st ic re ma rk typifies
Macaluso’s cooperative attitude
while being interviewed for the
MONCLARION. Although at
times he “felt like a guinea pig”
under the barrage of questions
and camera snapshots, he
responded thoughtfully and
candidly.
“ 1 think American girls are
better-looking than European
g i r l s . ” M a c a l u s o , b lo nd ,
brown-eyed senior class president,
makes this observation after
spending seven weeks in Europe
this summer. While traveling by
Moped, a bicycle with a motor,
and staying in youth hostels,he
also noticed no “great difference
in attitudes toward sex” between
American and European youth.
To the allegation “European
girls are more mature than
American,” Macaluso replied,
“Since European girls must go out
and work earlier, they must
accept responsibilities sooner than
Americans.” He also believes that
Americans are better off, because
they are more independent and
support themselves better than
Europeans.
Interested in discovering the
racial sit uat ion in Europe,
Macaluso found that Holland is
the only country he visited in
which inter-racial social activities
exist. Strongly negative feelings
regarding non-whites are present
in Germany, particularly in the
area of student housing, according
to Macaluso.
When asked the usual query
concerning his hobbies, the
English major was unable to
r e s p o n d t y p i c a l l y . “ My
e xt ra curr ic ul ar activities at
Montclair State are my hobbies.”
Not only is he senior class
president, but he is also literary
editor of La Campana, a member
o f the English curriculum
committee in the School of

Joseph Macaluso
Understanding.

Humanities, participant in the
Modern Dance Club, and gymnast
for three years, last year receiving
a varsity letter for excellence on
the sidehorse.
An
English
secondaryeducation major, Macaluso is
“interested in the theatre” and
hopes to attend a graduate school
that has “a very liberal theatre an experimental theatre.” He has
acted in summer stock, and, two
years ago was a dancer in MSC’s
production of “ Of Thee I Sing.”
This year Macaluso will be
s tud en t teaching English at
Montclair High School. “ I chose
this school because it has had
inter-racial problems in the past
and
I ’m i n t e r e s t e d in
understanding the problem.”
Last year Macaluso was largely
r e s p o n s i b l e for the drug
abuse program and library display.
He hopes for a follow-up on this
issue in the near future.
Macaluso's position this year as
senior class president may surprise
some who remember his views of
last year, when he “wanted class
offices to be phased out.” Now he
believes there should be some
organization, such as a committee
within CLUB wi th senior
representatives, to handle senior
social functions. This measure
could help seniors “find a better
place and date” for their social
activities.

L a C a m p a n a P h o to b y M ik e P a rre ll.

ON TO VIC TO RY: Montclair State fans, just like those fans at Rutgers and Princeton, are quick to
cheer their team on to win the game.
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W arn er Leads B ridgeport
In Crucial EFC Contest
who caught 38 passes and 5-6
placekicker Jeff White demolished
With 29 letterman returning, three field goal records.
including four record-breakers,
The offense will count on
Coach Nick Nicolau has built a Dwight Fowler and Fred Pidgeon
powerhouse at the University of at the ends and all-EFC Mike
Bridgeport, which almost assures Balenko and John Donahue at the
the improvement from last year’s tackles to shape up the line along
with guard Bill Tripp.
4-5 showing.
The Knights have a 220-pound
Heading the record breakers is
all-EFC (Ea s te r n F o o t b a l l fullback named Bob Riggio who
Conference) senior tailback, can hit. He is a sleeper.
If the men from Bridgeport
Derrick Warner. Warner led the
conference in rushing and scoring have a problem, it is defense, hit
as he had a season total of 14 by graduation in the secondary.
The line is solid with Ron Tull
touchdowns and 957 yards,
averaging better than 40 yards a and Kevin Dunn at the ends; Tom
Neary and Allen Frazier at the
clip.
Warner gained 129 yards and tackles and linebackers Gary
scored two touchdowns to pace Jones and Rich Wernert.
the Purple Knights to a 23-7
Steve Rabitt is the lone
victory over CCSC in the EFC returnee in the secondary.
Bridgeport (3-1) is an explosive
opener several weeks ago. He was
named to the ECAC all-East team club with Warner expected to be a
when he ran for 218 yard against contender for all-East honors and
Riggio ready for his best season.
Adelphi in Bridgeport’s opener.
and Harrison
Quarterback Skip Rochette set R o c h e t t e
three passing marks and led the compliment the solid ground
conference in passing. He game as a dangerous passing
completed 87 of 163 attempts for combination.
In Montclair State, the name of
a 53.4 percentage.
Also back is end Bob Harrison, the game is defense.
By John Aneson
Sports Editor

MSC
CCS
2
2
4
4

1
0
0

2
13
O

M SC vs. C en tra l C o n n .
3
4
T
0
10
23
0
0
0

M SC Scoring
M o rs c h a u s e r 1 ru n (B re s te r k ic k )
P o o r 2 7 pass f r o m K u lik o w s k i ( k ic k m issed )
F G 2 5 (B re w s te r k ic k )
C o n ta ld i 1 6 y a r d ru n w it h in te rc e p te d pass.

U . o f B r id g e p o r t
M o n t c la ir S ta te
G la s s b o ro S ta te
S o u th e rn C o n n .
C e n tra l C o n n .

Eastern F o o tb a ll C o nferen ce
W
L
2
0
1
0

W
3
3

0

0

2

0

1

0

0

2

1

L

1
1
1
3
3

SPORTS OF THE WEEK

Sat. Oct. 18
Sat. Oct. 18
Mon. Oct. 20

Varsity Soccer
Varisty Football
Freshman Football

Pratt Institute
U. of Bridgeport
Glassboro State

A 11 a.m.
A 7:45 p.m.
A 3 p.m,

Indians Come Home With
2 3 -0 Shutout Over CCS

In the midst of all the pomp
and pageantry of the 61st and
biggest Homecoming this college
has ever seen, Montclair State’s
gridders crushed the Blue Devils
of Central Connecticut State,
23-0, before a near-capacity
crowd of 9800.
Tony Valpone, who rushed for
113 yards in 25 carries, won the
Most Valuable Player award,
sponsored by Psi Chi, as he led the
running barrage of 249 yards. The
running success allowed MSC to
play ball control-type game.
Once again, defense completely
dominated the game. There were
no individual standouts and they
operated as a unit indigenous to
their gang-tackling.
The first period was a defensive
deadlock as the team exchanged
punts. Ken Tecza assumed the
punting duties for Mike Van Zile
and kept the Blue Devils deep in
their own territory as he landed
CCS’s Dale Finch.
Midway through the second
period, middle guard Jules Geftic
recovered a fumble by halfback
Rich Cunningham on the 37 yard
line of CCS.
It took seven plays to reach
p a yd i rt as quarterback Bill
Kulikowski hit back Glen
Morschauser with a 16-yard pass
to the three. Two plays later,
Morschauser crashed in from the
one.
Bob Brewster, subbing for the
injured Dan Rodgers, batted the
extra point.
Kuli, who completed but three
passes as the offense relied on the
ground game, led another drive
this time from MSC’s 44.
The drive took seven plays. At
the CCS 46, Kuli threw a 14-yard
strike to tight end Roland Kascher
at the 27 and then unloaded the
bomb to a wide open Tim Poor
for the touchdown. Brewster’s

P h o to C o u r te s y S p o rts In f o r m a t io n D ir e c to r .

M OST V A LU A B LE P LA YER : Tony Valpone, junior phs. ed.
major, was chosen MVP Saturday night at the Indian contest
against Central Connecticut.

placement was wide. Tire halftime
score was 13-0.
Tire halftime festivities were
very impressive as the big crowd
warmly applauded the spectacle
o f th e
b a n d and the
award-winning Homecoming
floats, encircling the field.
The third period was scoreless
a l t h o u g h MSC t h r e a te ne d
numerous times.
Brewster booted a 25-yard
field goal early in the fourth
quarter. Valpone’s running was

very instrumental in the driving.
Said Coach Clary Anderson, “1
first felt we had the game with the
Field goal because the opposition
had to score three TD’s to
overtake us.”
The defense really turned it on
in that quarter as it repeatedly
beat the Blue Devils back. The
final moments of the game saw
linebacker Pete Contaldi intercept
a pass and run it back for the final
touchdown.
Aneson.

Matmen Ready for Big Time
“ Montclair State’s matmen
were strong last year with a 9-2
record. They will be stronger this
yea r and will face tougher
competition,” said Tim Sullivan,
varsity wrestling coach.
Mike Nuzzo is captain of the
team. The nucleus of the team
consists of Glen Guarino (118),
Roy Genatt (126), John Bellavia
(158) and Nuzzo (167).
Nuzzo has been in the Met
finals every year he has wrestled
at MSC, winning it in his freshman
year. He posted a strong 10-1
record and will go to the
Nationals. Bellavia has been a
consistent 9-3 wrestler.
The loss of mat great, Jim
Grieco and heavy John Lyons will
hurt but Sully looks to new faces
to improve the squad along with
the help of a new Assistant Coach,
Veryl Long. Long was an NCAA
wrestling chamption at Iowa
State.
Coach Tim Sullivan looks to
transfer students Ken Garabadian
(145) and Rich Loorman (150) as
potential starters.
The s ophomore prospect
contingency is strong. Returning
ace Ron Cordaso (118), Tom
Managno (126), Barry Jackson
(134), George McGuire (177) and
Bob Davis (190).
The frosh are ineligible this
year. Well welcomed are Roselle
Park’s A1 Smith (118), Bob Young

ad d itio n of three university
division teams —NYU, Seton Hall
and Long Island University.
Aneson.

Mike Nuzzo
To Nationals.

(126), Larry Hay spell (134), Milt
Rehain (145) and Bob Dryer
(158).
The season opens Nov. 21-22
at the East Stroudsburg Open.
Dual meets begin Dec. 3. The
schedule is very strong with the
POSITIONS OPEN:
STENCHEVER'S
IM. J.'s leading shoe dept, store
has full and part time opening,
a v a ila b le

now ;

pleasant

surroundings; many employee
benefits.

684-5861.

Phone Mr. Bodner,

Tim Sullivan
Strong Year.

THE ALL NEW I
BOWLERO
Rt 46 & 3
Clifton
New Pinspotters
New Kickbacks
New Ball Returns
New Pindecks
New Masking Units

"THE COLLEGE BOWL"
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MSC Booters Prep
For Trip to Natis.
out the varsity. Chapla is a
hard-hitting fullback, with a lot of
The Montclair State College ball sense.
Jean Charles, who had 12 goals
soccer team, having turned in its
best record last season (13-2), with the frosh team last year, is a
gained a share of the N.J. State big threat on the field. He is
College
Conference
Championship, and they also took
part in the NCAA’s College
Division Soccer Tournament. The
team was an Eastern Coast finalist
in this tournament.
Thi s season, Coach Len
Lucenko has a wide variety of
experienced players on the team as
well as having some very
promising newcomers.
The talk in the locker room
this season appears to be geared
towards the team’s hopes for this
season. They want the N.J. State
College Conference Championship
for themselves and they are also
setting a goal to be the NCAA’s
Tony DeFilippis
College Division Champions.
Scoring Threat.
Many o t h e r players and
coaches feel that the MSC booters highly t al ent ed in passing,
have the personnel to achieve dribbling, and scoring.
these goals. This was shown in
Junior John Smith is MSC’s
recent soccer polls in which MSC aggressive center halfback. He is a
was rated in the top 20 teams in scoring threat from far out as well
the nation, and rated number one as from in close. Bill Kazdoba,
in the New Jersey-Delaware- rated as one of the top collegiate
Pennsylvania area.
booters in the nation, led last
The highly acclaimed personnel year’s freshman team with 17
on the team consists of three goals in eight games.
freshman, eight sophomores, four
Tony DeFilippis, a freshman
juniors, four seniors, and an from North Plainfield, is a big
exchange student from Austria.
scoring threat from all over the
Roman Hanycz, a freshman field, and is expected to do big
from New York, has looked very things for the team.
impressive so far, and he promises
John Lukin, a sophomore, has
to be a big asset to this year’s a tremendous foot and is “tough
team. Hanycz is the MSC goalie as nails.” John Shumlas appears to
and his unique “human coil” style be playing very aggressively at his
of play has helped tightened up halfback position.
the MSC defense.
Kevin Kearns, Andre Charles,
John
Tkaczuk,
a no t h e r and Frank Ariola, co-captain of
freshman, has been playing good the team along with Saar, all add
ball this year. He was on the depth to the forward line of
all-NYC team last year. Tkaczuk’s Montclair’s team.
big boot has helped him in his
Howie Shaw, Andy Savicky
p l a yi n g ful lback. A n o t h e r and big Dennis Popeson are all
promising fullback is John Millar, very strong and talented defensive
a transfer student.
players.
Klaus Nemetz, an exchange
Joe Sallemi, halfback on the
student from Austria, has proved MSC team, is a real hustler on the
to be a big boost in the team’s team and, despite his size, he is
drive to be national champs.
one of the most aggressive players
Leading Montclair this season on the squad.
is senior captain and All-American
Jimmy Lew, Montclair’s tried
Arvi Saar. Saar has a powerful left and true veteran goalie, rounds
foot, and plays a tremendous job out this season’s team.
at center fullback.
The Montclair State College
George Chapla helped out last soccer team is coached by Len
year’s freshman team, and is the Lucenko, the New Jersey College
kind of ball player that can help and University Coach of the Year.
By Paul Kowalczyk
Staff Reporter

P h o to C o u rte s y S p o rts In f o r m a t io n D ir e c to r .

1969 BOOTERS: Kneeling, left to righ: George Chapla, Tino DeMingues, John Millar, Jean Charles,
Joe Sallemi, Arvi Saar, Frank Ariola, Kevin Kearns, Andre Charles. Standing: John Grzymko, trainer,
Tony DeFilippis, John Lukin, Andrew Savicky, Howie Shaw, Roman Hanycz, Dennis Popeson, John
Smith, John Shumlas, Bill Kazdoba, Coach Len Lucenko.

Kazdoba, Charles Star

Booters Sport 5 -0 Record
The Montclair State College
soccer team, one of the nation’s
top ranked teams, extended this
season’s winning streak to five
games. The MSC booters are now
sporting a record of 5-0.
Sophomores Bill Kazdoba and
Jean Charles once again starred
for the MSC team. Charles had
four goals and one assist in
Montclair’s triumphs over Jersey
City State College and City
College of New York. Kazdoba
scored only once in the two
games, but he also had four very
important assists.
J u n io r JO hn Smi th, an
outstanding halfback on the team,
also helped MSC in extending its
winning streak by scoring three
goals against Jersey City.

Montclair had very little
trouble with Jersey City State
College last Wednesday. The
booters defeated JCSC 7-0, in
MSC’s first night game of the
season.
Montclair scored early in the
game, when Charles took a
Kazdoba pass and beat the goalie
at 10:25 of the first period.

It wasn't until five minutes
into the second period when MSC
scored its second goal. Smith took
a pass from Bill Kazdoba, and put
in a 12 foot shot.

The next MSC goal was a
blazing 40 foot shot by fullback
George Chapla. The goal came off
a Kazdoba pass at the seven
minute mark of the second
period.
Three and a half minutes after
the halftime break John Smith
took a pass from Charles and
headed in the ball. Sixty seconds
later Charles took a Kazdoba pass
for his second goal of the game.
Montclair's scoring attack was
stopped until 13:30 of the fourth
period, when Smith headed in an
Arvi Saar pass for his third goal of
the game.

One minute later, freshman
Tony DeFilippis put in an
unassisted goal from about 15
yards out.
The MSC soccer team also
played City College of New York
at CCNY last Saturday, winning
3-1.

half, Montclair broke into the
scoring column. Charles scored at
6:23 of third period, after
DeFilippis took the initial shot.
A t about the 15 minute mark
of the third period Kazdoba took
a pass from John Miller and
scored what later turned out to be
the winning goal.
A few minutes later, CCNY
narrowed the scoring margin to
2-1 by beating Roman Hanycz,
the MSC goalie, one a 20 yard
shot.
Montclair added an insurance
goal late in the fourth period
when Charles scored his second
goal of the game. The shot was
from about six yards out, and
came from an Arvi Saar pass.
The Montclair State College
booters have outscored their
opponents 25 to four so far this
season, with Jean Charles and Bill
Kazdoba each having eight goals.
The MSC junior varsity team
tied CCNY Saturday 2-2. Walter
K l e i n a n d P a v l o s Papadog eo r go po ul os scored the
Montclair goals.
Kowalczyk.

After a very evenly played first

IN TR AM URAL FOOTBALL
SCHEDULE
Monday, October 20

f
I

Field 1 field 2 Field 3 Field 4 Field 4 -

i.
v.’ -' - j '

1

I■

6 PM Lambda Chi Delta vs. Phi Sigma Epsilon
6 PM Stone Hall vs. Kappa Sigma Chi
6 PM Gamma Delta Chi vs. Top’s Panzer
5 PM Omega Phi Delta vs. Tau Sigma Delta
6 PM Tau Lambda Beta vs. Phi Epsilon Kappa
Tuesday, October 21

HI
§§§1
1

Field 1 —6 PM Psi Chi Nads vs. Phi Lambda PI
Field 4 —5 PM Agora vs. Phi Mu Alpha
Field 4 - 6 PM The Tide vs. Alpha Sigma Mu
Thursday, October 23

Field 4 - 5 PM Winners of American League Divisions
Field 4 —6 PM Winners of National League Divisions
Monday, October 27

Jean Charles
Bill Kazdoba
Starred Over Jersey City State.

Sprague Field 7 PM Losers Division Playoffs
Sprague Field 8 PM Winners Division Playoffs
In case of a tie, in any division, there will be special playoffs on
Wednesday, October 22, 1969. Tiem and place to be decided by
the Coordinator of Intramurals.

M O N TC L A IR STATE CO LLEGE
IN T R A M U R A L TO U CHFO O TBALL
1969
A M ERICAN LEAGUE

EASTERN DIVISION
W
Tau Lambda Beta
Psi Chi Nado
1 Phi Epsilon Kappa
1 Phi Lambda Pi
WESTERN DIVISION
W
1 Agora
1 The Tide
Phi Mu Alpha
Alpha Sigma Mu

L
1
1

L

1

N A TIO N A L LEAGUE

Gamma Delta Chi
Omega Phi Delta
Top’s Panzers
Tau Sigma Delta
W
L
1 Lambda Chi Delta
1 Stone Hall
Phi Sigma Epsilon
1
Kappa Sigma chi
1
Fields 1, 2 and 3 are located on the
baseball field. Field 4 is opposite
Webster and Stone Halls.
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Charge Athletic Commish
With '
UnansweredQuestions
Open Quiz Set
For Oct. 21
By William C. Flipp
Staff Reporter

Joseph Macaluso, senior class president and
star gymnast, told the SGA Legislature last
Tuesday that there are “too many unanswered
questions” regarding the Montclair Athletic
Commission, a class one student-government
supported organization.

SPEAKS H IS M IN D : Joseph Macaluso, senior
English major, told the Student Government
Association last week that there are too many
unanswered questions regarding the budget o f the
SGA-supported Montclair Athletic Commission. He
charges that the SGA doesn’t know where the M A C
money is going. See "Man in the News, " page 9, o f
today's edition.

Macaluso’s charges stemmed from Montclair
Athletic Commission’s request for $88,000 from
the SGA as 1969-70 operating costs.
He said that “some people have questions
about the way MAC handles things. . . so let’s get
them out in the open.”
The blond-haired English major called for an
open forum for students to know “about the
issues” and stated: “The SGA should bring in a
certified public accountant to audit the books of
MAC.” (Mrs. Doris Asdal, director of the
Faculty-Student Cooperative Association, told the
MONTCLARION that the books of MAC are
audited twice each year; the last audit was June
30.)
He said there are questions over the hiring of
Coach Clarence Anderson - how he gets paid and
from what source - and the costs of maintaining
the college’s sports information director. Macaluso
claimed that Dr. Richard Tews, chairman of the
Panzer school, never knew about the hiring of
Anderson as coach “until he read about it in the
newspapers.”
Dawn Sova, student government treasurer,
stated at the Tuesday meeting that “we never see
how MAC spends its money” and Macaluso added
that there should be “more control” over MAC’s
expenditures.
Macaluso further charged that Coach William
Dioguardi’s brother-in-law was contracted to install
the lights in Sprague field last year. Dioguardi
resp on d ed by saying: “I don’t have a
brother-in-law.”
Meanwhile the Legislature voted to table
MAC’s request for $88,000 until an open forum is
held on Oct. 21 at 4 p.m. in the studio theatre.

SAY BOOKS BEING A U D IT E D ,
OPEN TO ALL INTERESTED

Mr. Vincent B. Calabrese, vice-president for
business and finance, told the MONTCLARION
last Wednesday that the books of the Montclair
Athletic Commission are open to “all legitimate
groups.” He said the books “are currently open
and have always been open to interested students
and faculty members.” He added that the books
are currently being audited and copies of the final
statement will be released to the SGA Legislature.
Calabrese said that Joseph Macaluso should
have “checked his information carefully” before
making statements to the SGA Legislature last
Tuesday.
Levine.

DOUCETTE CALLS FOR
OPEN FORUM ON SPORTS

Greg Doucette, vice-president of the SGA,
called for an open forum on athletics on Oct. 21 at
4 p.m. in studio theatre. Doucette said that
Athletics Director William Dioguardi, President
Thomas H. Richardson and Panzer school Director
Richard Tews will be at the forum. He said the trio
will answer questions regarding MAC’s budget
request, and the athletics program.
Doucette said that the idea for a forum came
about because some students feel the college is
being turned into a “football machine.” The SGA
vice-president explained that some people claim
that the college is putting more emphasis and
money into football in comparison with all other
varsity sports offered at the college.
The forum, Doucette said, will act as a
fact-finding mission to discuss athletic procedures
and find answers to the questions which have
evolved. “For Montclair State to be a ‘football
machine’ would be a bad thing,” he stated. “A
name for the college should be earned in different
fields.”
Strycharz.

